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The cavity mediated spin current between two ferrite samples has been reported by Bai et. al. [Phys. Rev.

Lett. 118, 217201 (2017)]. This experiment was done in the linear regime of the interaction in the presence of

external drive. In the current paper we develop a theory for the spin current in the nonlinear domain where the

external drive is strong so that one needs to include the Kerr nonlinearity of the ferrite materials. In this manner

the nonlinear polaritons are created and one can reach both bistable and multistable behavior of the spin current.

The system is driven into a far from equilibrium steady state which is determined by the details of driving

field and various interactions. We present a variety of steady state results for the spin current. A spectroscopic

detection of the nonlinear spin current is developed, revealing the key properties of the nonlinear polaritons. The

transmission of a weak probe is used to obtain quantitative information on the multistable behavior of the spin

current. The results and methods that we present are quite generic and can be used in many other contexts where

cavities are used to transfer information from one system to another, e.g., two different molecular systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is known from the quantum electrodynamics that an ex-

change of a photon between two atoms results in the long-

range interaction such as dipole-dipole interaction. This inter-

action is responsible for transferring the excitations from one

atom to another1. In free space, however, such interactions

are prominent only if the atoms are within a wavelength. This

challenge can be overcome by utilizing cavities and in fact it

has been shown how the dispersive cavities can produce sig-

nificant interactions in a system of noninteracting qubits2–4.

While much of the work has been done in the context of

qubits, there have been experiments demonstrating how the

excitations can be transferred among macroscopic systems5.

In particular in a paper using macroscopic ferrite samples, Bai

et al. demonstrated transfer of spin current from one ferrite

sample to another. Apart from the coupling to the cavity, there

is no interaction between the two bulks. Thus the cavity medi-

ates the transfer of spin excitation from one system to another.

The demonstrations of excitations for the macroscopic sys-

tems are fascinating, but have ignored any possible intrinsic

nonlinearities of the macroscopic systems. It is known in case

of ferrites that the nonlinearities arise from the anisotropic in-

ternal magnetic fields which lead to a contribution to the en-

ergy proportional to higher powers of magnetization. As a

signature of this nonlinearity one observes the bistable nature

in the ferromagnetic material if it is pumped hard6,7. In this

work we study the nonlinearities in the transfer of spin excita-

tions and in particular the nonlinear spin current. The magnon

modes in one of ferromagnetic sample are pumped hard while

the other one is undriven. Each sample is interacting with the

cavity. The spin excitation migrating from one to the other

is studied for different degrees of the microwave drive field.

Under various conditions for drive field, the spin current can

exhibit a variety of nonequilibrium transitions to bistable to

multistable values. We work in the strong coupling regime of

the caivty QED8–11. The basis for detecting these nonlinear

behavior of spin current is developed through the examination

of the nonequilibrium response of the nonlinear system to a

weak probe. From a theoretical view-point, the nonequilib-

riumness violating the detailed balance is essential for creat-

ing the stationary nonlinearity responsible for the multistabil-

ity and large-scale quantum coherence nature of the collective

excitations12–15.

It is worth noting that the ferromagnetic materials espe-

cially the yttrium iron garnet (YIG) samples are increasingly

becoming popular in the study of the coupling to cavities,

thanks to their high spin density and low dissipation rate16–21.

This results in the advantage of achieving strong and even

ultrastrong couplings to cavity photons10,11,22–26. The cavity

magnon polaritons, as demonstrated by recent advance, be-

come powerful for implementing the building block for quan-

tum information and coherent control in the basis of strong

entanglement between magnons10,27, photons28–31, acoustic

phonons32 and superconducting qubits24,33.

Notably, the generic nature of our work presented in this

article shows the perspective of extending the approach to the

excitons in polyatomic molecules and molecular aggregates,

by noting the similar form of nonlinear coupling Ub†bb†b
where U quantifies the exciton-exciton scattering and b is the

excitonic annihilation operator34,35. The multistable nature is

then expected to be observed in molecular excitons as scaling

up the parameters.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.II, we discuss

the theoretical model for the nonlinear spin current and intro-

duce basic equations for the cavity-magnon system. We write

the semiclassical equations for spin current in the YIG sphere

and present numerical results using a broad range of parame-

ters in Sec.III. In Sec.IV, we develop a spectroscopic detection

method for the spincurrents based on the polariton frequency

shift by sending a weak probe field into the cavity. We discuss

the theory of nonlinear magnon polariton in the case of a sin-
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gle and two YIG system. Further, we numerically obtain the

transmission spectra and the polariton frequency shift using

experimentally attainable parameters and show the transition

from bistability to multistability. We conclude our results in

Sec.V.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

To control the spin wave of the electrons in ferromagnetic

materials, we essentially place two YIG spheres in a single-

mode microwave cavity, due to the fact that the collective

spin excitations may strongly interact with cavity photons (see

Fig.1). The dispersive spin waves haven been observed in YIG

bulks, involving two distinct modes: Kittel mode and magne-

tostatic mode (MS)36,37. The Kittel mode has the spatially uni-

form profile as obtained in the long wavelength limit, whereas

the MS mode has finite wave number so that it has distinct fre-

quency from the Kittel mode. The technical advance on laser

control and cavity fabrication recently made the mode selec-

tion accessible. In our model, we take into account the Kittel

mode strongly coupled to cavity photons, along the line of re-

cent experiments in which the MS mode is not the one of in-

terest. The Kittel mode is a collective spin of many electrons,

associated with a giant magnetic moment, i.e., M = γS/V ,

where γ = e/mec is the gyromagnetic ratio for electron spin

and S denotes the collective spin operator with high angular

momentum. This results in the coupling to both the applied

static magnetic field and the magnetic field inside the cavity,

shown in Fig.1. The Hamiltonian of the hybrid magnon-cavity

system is

H/~ = −γ
2
∑

n=1

Bn,0S n,z + γ
2

2
∑

n=1

~K
(n)
an

M2
nVn

S 2
n,z

+ ωca†a + γ
2
∑

n=1

S n,xBn,x

(1)

assuming that the magnetic field in cavity is along the x axis

whereas the applied static magnetic field B0 is along the z di-

rection. The 2nd term in Eq.(1) results from the magnetocrys-

talline anisotropy giving the anisotropic field. We thereby as-

sume the anisotropic field has z component only, in accor-

dance to the experiments such that the crystallographic axis

is aligned along the field B0. ωc represents the cavity fre-

quency. By means of the Holstein-Primakoff transform38, we

introduce the quasiparticle magnons described by the oper-

ators m and m† with [m,m†] = 1. Considering the typical

high spin density in the ferromagnetic material, e.g., yttrium

iron garnet having diameter d = 1mm in which the density

of the ferric iron Fe3+ is ρ = 4.22 × 1027m−3 that leads to

S = 5N
2
=

5
2
ρV = 5.524 × 1018, the collective spin S is of

much larger magnitude than the number of magnons, namely,

S ≫ 〈m†m〉. The raising and lowering operators of the spin

are then approximated to be S +
i
=
√

2S imi, S −
i
=
√

2S im
†
i

(i = 1, 2 labels the two YIGs). In the presence of the external

microwave pumping, we can recast the Hamiltonian in Eq.(1)

FIG. 1: Schematic of cavity magnons. Two YIG spheres

are interacting with the basic mode of microcavity in

which the right mirror is made of high-reflection mate-

rial so that photons leak from the left side. The static

magnetic field producing Kittel mode in YIG1 is along z-

axis whereas the static magnetic field for YIG2 is tilted

with respect to z-axis. The microwave field is along y-

axis and the magnetic field inside cavity is along x-axis.

into

Heff/~ =ωca†a +
2
∑

i=1

[

ωim
†
i
mi + gi

(

m
†
i
a + mia

†
)

+ Uim
†
i
mim

†
i
mi

]

+ iΩ
(

m
†
1
e−iωdt − m1eiωdt

)

(2)

where the frequency of Kittel mode is ωi = γBi,0 −
2~K

(i)
anγ

2S i/M
2
i
Vi with γ/2π = 28GHz/T. gi =

√
5

2
γ
√

NBvac

gives the magnon-cavity coupling with Bvac =
√

2π~ωc/V de-

noting the magnetic field of vacuum and Ui = K
(i)
anγ

2/M2
i
Vi

quantifies the Kerr nonlinearity. The Rabi frequency is related

to input power Pd throughΩ = γ

√

5πρdPd

3c
. From Eq.(2) we ob-

tain the quantum Langevin equations (QLEs) for the magnon

polaritons as

ṁ1 = −(iδ1 + γ1)m1 − 2iU1m
†
1
m1m1 − ig1a + Ω +

√

2γ1min
1 (t)

ṁ2 = −(iδ2 + γ2)m2 − 2iU2m
†
2
m2m2 − ig2a +

√

2γ2min
2 (t)

ȧ = −(iδc + γc)a − i(g1m1 + g2m2) +
√

2γca
in(t) (3)

in the rotating frame of drive field, where δi = ωi +

Ui − ωd and δc = ωc − ωd. γi and γc represent the

rates of magnon dissipation and cavity leakage, respectively.

min
i

(t) and ain(t) are the input noise operators associated with

magnons and photons, having zero mean and broad spec-

trum: 〈min,†
i

(t)min
j
(t′)〉 = n̄iδi jδ(t − t′), 〈min

i
(t)m

in,†
j

(t′)〉 = (n̄i +

1)δi jδ(t − t′), 〈ain,†(t)ain(t′)〉 = 0 and 〈ain(t)ain,†(t′)〉 = δ(t − t′)
where n̄i = [exp(~ωi/kBT ) − 1]−1 is the Planck distribution.
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FIG. 2: Spin current signal obtained from Eq.(5) illus-

trating bistability-multistabbility transition. (a) ωd/2π =

9.9869GHz, ωc/2π = 10.078GHz and (b) ωd/2π =

9.9989GHz, ωc/2π = 10.078GHz; (c) ωd/2π = 10GHz,

ωc/2π = 10.06GHz and (d) ωd/2π = 10GHz, ωc/2π =

10.075GHz. Other parameters are ω1/2π = 10.018GHz,

ω2/2π = 9.963GHz, g1/2π = 42.2MHz, g2/2π = 33.5MHz,

U1/2π = 7.8nHz, U2/2π = 42.12nHz, γ1/2π = 5.8MHz,

γ2/2π = 1.7MHz and γc/2π = 4.3MHz. In Fig.2(b), for

drive power= 30mW, we observe three stable states given

by x = 1.58 × 1014, x = 5.6 × 1014 and x = 8.83 × 1014.

III. SPIN CURRENT IN NONLINEAR MAGNON

POLARITONS

Since the YIG1 is driven by a microwave field, one would

expect a spin transfer towards YIG2. This results in the spin

current which can be detected electronically through the mag-

netization of the systems. Thus the spin current is deter-

mined by the quantity 〈m†
2
m2〉, up to a constant in front. The

spin migration effect has been observed in Ref.5. However

as indicated in the introduction, the nonlinearity of the sam-

ple starts becoming important if the driving field increases.

Thus we would like to understand the behavior of the spin

current when the dependence on Kerr nonlinearity in Eq.(3)

becomes important. As a first step we will study the re-

sulting behavior at mean-field level, i.e., the quantum noise

terms in Eq.(3) are essentially dropped and the decorrela-

tion approximation is invoked when calculating the mean val-

ues of the operators. In the steady state, these mean values

O (0)
= 〈O〉 (O (0)

=M1,M2,A ; O = m1,m2, a) obey the non-

linear algebraic equations

− (iδ1 + γ1)M
(0)

1
− 2iU1|M (0)

1
|2M (0)

1
− ig1A

(0)
= −Ω

− (iδ2 + γ2)M
(0)

2
− 2iU2|M (0)

2
|2M (0)

2
− ig2A

(0)
= 0

− (iδc + γc)A (0) − i(g1M
(0)

1
+ g2M

(0)

2
) = 0.

(4)

FIG. 3: Spin current signal against drive power at differ-

ent values of cavity leakage. (a) γc < g1,2 indicates strong

magnon-cavity coupling; (b,c) γc ≃ g1,2 indicates the interme-

diate magnon-cavity coupling; (d) γc > g1,2 gives rise to weak

magnon-cavity coupling. ωc/2π = 10.078GHz, ωd/2π =

9.998GHz and other parameters are the same as Fig.2.

A manipulation of Eq.(4) yields to the following nonlinear

equation for the spin transfer, i.e., magnetization from YIG1

to YIG2 with x ≡ |M (0)

2
|2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣













δ̃1 +
2U1(δ2

c + γ
2
c )

g2
1
g2

2

∣

∣

∣δ̃2 + 2U2x
∣

∣

∣

2
x













(

δ̃2 + 2U2x
)

−
g2

1
g2

2

(δc − iγc)2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

x =
5πg2

1
g2

2
γ2ρdPd

3c(δ2
c + γ

2
c)

(5)

where δ̃1,2 = δ1,2 − iγ1,2 −
g2

1,2

δc−iγc
. We first note that in the

absence of Kerr nonlinearity, the spin current reads

x =
5πg2

1
g2

2
γ2(δ2

c + γ
2
c)ρd

3c|δ̃1δ̃2 − g2
1
g2

2
|2

Pd (6)

which corresponds to the linear spin current measured in

Ref.5. This gives rise to the linear regime with lower drive

power in Fig.2 and Fig.3.

Fig.2 depicts the spin current flowing to YIG2 against var-

ious degrees of the drive power. One can observe a smooth

increase of the spin current obeying the linear law with the

drive power, under the weak pumping. When the drive be-

comes stronger, a sudden jump of the spin current shows up,

manifesting more efficient spin transfer between the two YIG

spheres. When reducing the drive power, we can observe

an alternative turning point, where a downhill jump of spin
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FIG. 4: Schematic of detecting spin polarization migration

between YIGs. Small panel shows the frequency shift, re-

sulting from Kerr nonlinearity amplified by strong drive.

transfer is elaborated. By tweaking the magnon-light inter-

action, a bistability-multistability transition is further mani-

fested, wherein the latter is resolved by the two cascading

jumps. For instance, Fig.2(a,b) elaborate such transition by

increasing the frequency of the drive field. The similar transi-

tion can be observed as well through increasing the cavity fre-

quency, shown in Fig.2(c,d). It is worth noting from Fig.2 that

the multistability of magnon polaritons is accessible within

the regime U1 ≪ U2, whereas the multistable feature becomes

less prominent with reducing the Kerr nonlinearity of YIG2,

namely, U1 ∼ U2.

So far, the results has manifested the essential role of the

nonlinearity in producing the multistable nature of the spin

transfer between magnon modes. Next we plot in Fig.3 the ro-

bustness of multistability for different degrees of cavity leak-

age. The spin current manifests the multistable nature of

magnon polaritons within a broad range of cavity leakage

rates. Given the low-quality cavity where g1,2 ≃ γc ≫ γ1,2,

one can still see the multistability.

Notice that the above results indicated |M (0)

i
|2 ≪ 2S ≃

1.1 × 1019 which fulfilled the condition for the validity of the

effective Hamiltonian in Eq.(2).

IV. SPECTROSCOPIC DETECTION OF NONLINEAR

MAGNON POLARITONS

In order to study the physical characteristics of a system,

it is fairly common to use a probe field. The response to the

probe gives the system characteristics such as the energy lev-

els, line shape and so on. We adopt a similar strategy here

though we are dealing with a nonlinear & nonequilibrium sys-

tem. We apply a weak probe field to the cavity ans study how

the transimission spectra changes with increasing drive power,

see Fig.4. When turning off the drive, the probe transmission

displays two polariton branches in the limit of strong cavity-

magnon coupling. As the drive field is turned on, the nonlin-

earity of the YIG spheres starts entering, which results in a

significant change in the transmission of the weak probe. The

transmission peaks are shifted, besides the transmission be-

comes asymmetric. To elaborate this, we will start off from a

FIG. 5: (a) Transmission spectrum for a single YIG in a

single-mode microwave cavity, as a function of scanning

probe frequency, according to Eq.(12). Blue line is for

the case when turning off the drive field. Figure 5(b) de-

picts the spin polarization against the drive power. We ob-

serve that, for drive power = 90mW, there are two sta-

ble states at |M (0)|2 = 0.66 × 1015 and |M (0)|2 = 2.55 ×
1015. The green and red lines in figure 5(a) are for the

same bistates with input power Pd = 90mW. Figure 5(c)

depicts the frequency shift of the lower polariton peak

as a function of drive power. Parameters are ωc/2π =

10.025GHz, ωm/2π = 10.025GHz, ωd/2π = 9.998GHz,

g/2π = 41MHz, U/2π = 8nHz, γm/2π = 17.5MHz

and γc/2π = 3.8MHz, taken from recent experiments7.

simple case including a single YIG sphere.

A. Nonlinearity of a single YIG as seen in probe transmission

For a single YIG sphere in a microwave cavity as consid-

ered in Ref.7, the dynamics obeys the following equations

Ṁ = −(iδm + γm)M − 2iU |M |2M − igA + Ω

˙A = −(iδc + γc)A − igM + Epe−iδt
(7)

perturbed by a weak probe field at frequency ω and Ωp(t) =

Epe−iδt
+c.c., where Ep is the Rabi frequency of the probe field

and δ = ω − ωd. The existence of nonlinear terms in Eq.(7)

allows for the Fourier expansion of the solution such that

M =

∞
∑

n=−∞
M

(n)e−inδt, A =

∞
∑

n=−∞
A

(n)e−inδt (8)

where M (n) and A (n) are the amplitudes associated with the

n-th harmonic of the probe field frequency40. Let M0 ≡M (0)

and A0 ≡ A (0) denote the zero-frequency component, giving
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the steady-state solution when turning off the probe field. In-

serting these into Eq.(7) one can find the linearized equations

for the components M± ≡M (∓1) and A± ≡ A (∓1)

(∆ − δ)M+ + 2UM
2
0 M

∗
− + gA+ = 0

2UM
2
0 M

∗
+
+ (∆ + δ)M− + gA− = 0

gM+ + (∆c − δ)A+ = −iEp

gM− + (∆c + δ)A− = 0,

∆ = δm + 4U |M0|2 − iγm, ∆c = δc − iγc

(9)

which yields to

A+ =
Ep

i(∆c − δ)

[

1 +
g2

(∆c − δ)v

]

(10)

where

v = ∆ − δ − g2

∆c − δ
−

4U2(∆∗c + δ)|M0|2

(∆∗c + δ)(∆
∗ + δ) − g2

. (11)

Eq.(10) defines the 1st-order response function and hence the

complex transmission amplitude is given by

T (δ) = − i

∆c − δ

[

1 +
g2

(∆c − δ)v

]

(12)

which leads to the polariton frequency

δ2
=

1

2

[

(δm + 4U |M0|2)2
+ δ2

c + 2g2 − 4U2|M0|2

±
√

F + 16U2δ2
c |M0|2

]

(13)

with

F =
(

(δm + 4U |M0|2 − δc)
2
+ 4g2 − 4U2|M0|2

)

×
(

(δm + 4U |M0|2 + δc)
2 − 4U2|M0|2

)

.

(14)

For a given drive power, we calculate |M0|2 from Eq.(7) and

insert this value into Eq.(12) to obtain the transmission ampli-

tude. The peak positions are given by Eq.(13). We plot the

transmission spectrum in Fig.5(a), employing the experimen-

tally feasible parameters7. It shows the Rabi splitting between

the two polariton branches at zero input power. As the input

power is switched on, the peak shift can be considerably ob-

served, resulting from the Kerr nonlinearity, as predicted from

Eq.(13). For a given drive power, the lower and higher po-

laritons correspond to the lowest and highest energy peaks of

the transmission spectra at frequencies ωLP and ωHP respec-

tively. This is further illustrated in Fig.5(b), where the two

stable states are observed at Pd = 90mW. Fig.5(c) depicts the

frequency shift of the peak of lower polariton as a function

of input power, and the bistability of the magnon polaritons

is therefore evident. Here the frequency shift of lower polari-

ton is defined by ∆LP ≡ ωLP − ω0
LP

with ω0
LP

giving the lower

polariton frequency in the absence of Kerr nonlinearity.

FIG. 6: (a) Transmission spectrum for two YIG in a mi-

crowave cavity, as scanning probe frequency, according to

Eq.(21). Blue line is for the case without driving, while

green, black and red lines are for triple states with input power

Pd = 30mW. They represents the same three stable states de-

scribed in figure 2(b). (b) Frequency shift associated with

upper polariton peak, where δHP = ωHP − ωd. Other pa-

rameters are ωc/2π = 10.078GHz, ω1/2π = 10.018GHz,

ω2/2π = 9.963GHz, ωd/2π = 9.998GHz, g1/2π = 42.2MHz,

g2/2π = 33.5MHz, U1/2π = 7.8nHz, U2/2π = 42.12nHz,

γ1/2π = 5.8MHz, γ2/2π = 1.7MHz and γc/2π = 4.3MHz.

B. Detection of multistability in spin current via probe

transmission

For two YIG spheres interacting with a single-mode cavity,

we obtain the following equations for the system perturbed by

a probe field

Ṁ1 = −(iδ1 + γ1)M1 − 2iU1|M1|2M1 − ig1A + Ω

Ṁ2 = −(iδ2 + γ2)M2 − 2iU2|M2|2M2 − ig2A

˙A = −(iδc + γc)A − i(g1M1 + g2M2) + Epe−iδt.

(15)

Applying the Fourier expansion technique given in Eq.(8), we

find the linearized equations for the components associated

with the harmonic e±iδt

(∆1 − δ)M1,+ + 2U1M
2
1,0M

∗
1,− + g1A+ = 0

2U1M
2
1,0M

∗
1,+ + (∆1 + δ)M1,− + g1A− = 0

(∆2 − δ)M2,+ + 2U2M
2
2,0M

∗
2,− + g2A+ = 0

2U2M
2
2,0M

∗
2,+ + (∆2 + δ)M2,− + g2A− = 0

g1M1,+ + g2M2,+ + (∆c − δ)A+ = −iEp

g1M1,− + g2M2,− + (∆c + δ)A− = 0

(16)

which can be easily solved by matrix techniques. Eq.(16) can

reduce to two linear equations with two unknowns













v11 v12

v21 v22

























M1,+

M2,+













= iEp













α1

α2













(17)
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(c) (d)

(b)(a)

FIG. 7: Transition between bistability and multistability.

(a) ωc/2π = 10.078GHz, ωd/2π = 9.9909GHz and (b)

ωc/2π = 10.078GHz, ωd/2π = 9.9989GHz; (c) ωc/2π =

10.07GHz, ωd/2π = 10GHz and (d) ωc/2π = 10.085GHz,

ωd/2π = 10GHz. Other parameters are the same as Fig.2.

with the coefficients

v11 = ∆1 − δ −
g2

1

∆c − δ
+

U1M
2
1,0

U2M
2
2,0

×
g2

1
g2

2
− 4U1U2(∆∗c + δ)(∆c − δ)M ∗,2

1,0
M 2

2,0

(∆c − δ)[(∆∗c + δ)(∆c + δ) − g2
1
]

v12 =
g1g2

∆c − δ















U1M
2
1,0

U2M
2
2,0

g2
2
− (∆c − δ)(∆2 − δ)

(∆∗c + δ)(∆
∗
1
+ δ) − g2

1

− 1















v21 =
g1g2

∆c − δ















U2M
2
2,0

U1M
2
1,0

g2
1
− (∆c − δ)(∆1 − δ)

(∆∗c + δ)(∆
∗
2
+ δ) − g2

2

− 1















v22 = ∆2 − δ −
g2

2

∆c − δ
+

U2M
2
2,0

U1M
2
1,0

×
g2

1
g2

2
− 4U1U2(∆∗c + δ)(∆c − δ)M 2

1,0
M
∗,2
2,0

(∆c − δ)[(∆∗c + δ)(∆c + δ) − g2
2
]

(18)

and

α1 =
g1

∆c − δ















1 −
U1M

2
1,0

U2M
2
2,0

g2
2

(∆∗c + δ)(∆
∗
1
+ δ) − g2

1















α2 =
g2

∆c − δ















1 −
U2M

2
2,0

U1M
2
1,0

g2
1

(∆∗c + δ)(∆
∗
2
+ δ) − g2

2















(19)

where ∆ j = δ j + 4U j|M j,0|2 − iγ j; j = 1, 2. Note that M1,0

and M2,0 are to be obtained from Eq.(4). Solving for A+ we

FIG. 8: Frequency shift of upper polariton against in-

put power at different values of cavity leakage. (a)

γc < g1,2 indicates strong magnon-cavity coupling; (b,c)

γc ≃ g1,2 indicates the intermediate magnon-cavity cou-

pling; (d) γc > g1,2 gives rise to weak magnon-

cavity coupling. All the parameters are same as Fig.3.

find, with relatively little effort

A+ =
Ep

i(∆c − δ)

[

1 +
(g1v22 − g2v21)α1 − (g1v12 − g2v11)α2

v11v22 − v12v21

]

(20)

which leads to the transmission amplitude

T (δ) = − i

∆c − δ

[

1 +
(g1v22 − g2v21)α1 − (g1v12 − g2v11)α2

v11v22 − v12v21

]

.

(21)

All the information on nonlinear magnon polaritons are con-

tained in Eq.(21).

Fig.6(a) illustrates the transmission spectra of the hybrid

magnon-cavity systems under various input powers. Here we

have taken into account the experimentally feasible parame-

ters ωc/2π = 10.078GHz, ω1/2π = 10.018GHz, ω2/2π =

9.963GHz, ωd/2π = 9.998GHz, g1/2π = 42.2MHz, g2/2π =

33.5MHz, U1/2π = 7.8nHz, U2/2π = 42.12nHz, γ1/2π =

5.8MHz, γ2/2π = 1.7MHz, γc/2π = 4.3MHz39. First of

all we observe at very weak input power three distinct peaks

positioned at the same frequencies as the polariton branches,

termed as lower (LP), intermediate (MP) and higher polari-

tons (HP) in an ascending order of energy. With increas-

ing input power, the peak shift of magnon polaritons can

be observed from the transmission spectra, where the fre-

quency shifts associated with the polariton states are defined

by ∆σ = ωσ − ω0
σ; σ =LP, MP and HP, respectively, where

ω0
σ denotes the polariton frequency with no nonlinearity. This
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shift is attributed to the Kerr nonlinearity given by the term

U1|M1|4 + U2|M2|4 which is greatly enhanced as the strong

drive creates large magnon number. Since the weak Kerr non-

linearity in real ferromagnetic materials would lead to tiny

frequency shift only, we essentially plot the polariton fre-

quency shift as a function of input power. The net hysteresis

loop is thereby monitored through the frequency shift of the

higher polariton, ranging from 0 to 30MHz, shown in Fig.6(b).

The same trends can be also demonstrated for the frequency

shift of lower polariton, which will be presented elsewhere.

The multistability can then be clearly manifested by means

of the two cascading jumps of frequency shift with increas-

ing input power. More interestingly as shown in Fig.7, the

bistability-multistability transition in magnon polaritons is re-

vealed through tweaking either the frequency of microwave

drive (upper row of Fig.7) or the cavity-magnon detuning

(lower row of Fig.7). Within the parameter regimes feasible

for experiments, the two magnon system shows in Fig.7(a,c)

the bistability that has been claimed in a single magnon in

recent experiments7. By either increasing drive or cavity fre-

quency, the multistable feature is further observed as depicted

in Fig.7(b,d).

Fig.8 shows the robustness of multistability in magnon po-

laritons, against the cavity leakage. Clearly, the multistability

becomes weaker when using the worse cavity. Indeed, the re-

visit of the hysteresis curves indicates that the multistability

may be achieved, even with lower-quality cavity giving rise to

intermediate magnon-cavity coupling, where g1,2 ≃ γc ≫ γ1,2

yields to Fig.8(b,c). This regime is crucial for detecting the

multistability and spin dynamics of magnons used in Ref.5,7,

in that a spectrometer is desired to read out the photons im-

printing the magnon states information. The photons leaking

from the cavity will then undergo a Fourier transform through

the grating attached to the detector. This scheme requires

the much larger cavity leakage than the magnon dissipation,

namely, γc ≫ γ1,2, so that the magnon states remain almost

unchanged when reading off the photons from the cavity.

V. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS

In conclusion, we have studied the nonlinear spin migra-

tion between the massive ferromagnetic materials. Due to

the Kerr nonlinearity coming from the magnetocrystalline

anisotropy, the multistability in the spin current between the

two YIG spheres was demonstrated. This goes beyond the

linear regime of spin transfer studied before. We further de-

veloped a transmission spectrum for resolving the spin polar-

ization migration, through the response of nonlinear magnon

polaritons to the external probe field. Using a broad range of

parameters, we showed that the spin current as a distinct signal

of detection produced the results in perfect agreement with the

transmission spectrum. Our work elaborated the net hysteresis

loop which manifested the bistability-multistability transition

in magnon polaritons. The multistability is surprisingly robust

against the cavity leakage: the multistable nature may persist

with a low-quality cavity giving intermediate magnon-cavity

coupling. This may be helpful to probing the multistable ef-

fect in real experiments.

It is worth noting that our approach for multistability in

magnons may be potentially extended to condensed-phase

polyatomic molecules and molecular clusters, along with the

fact of similar forms of nonlinear couplings Ub†bb†b and b†bq

where b is the annihilation operator of excitons and q denotes

the nuclear coordinate. With the scaled-up parameters, one

would anticipate to observe the multistablity in molecular po-

laritons. Notably, the two-exciton coupling in J-aggregates

and light-harvesting antennas is ∼ 0.3% of the magnitude of

the electronic excitation frequency41,42. This is much stronger

nonlinearity than that in YIGs with Kerr coefficient being

∼ 10−9 of its Kittel frequency. Recent developments in ul-

trafast spectroscopy and synthesis have shown that the molec-

ular polaritons may be beneficial for the new design of molec-

ular devices43–45. Hence implementing the multistability in

molecules would be important for the study of molecular de-

vices.
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